
HISTORY WRITING ACTIVITIES

If you've got lessons plans, videos, activities, or other ideas you'd like to contribute, we'd love Not Your Usual History
Lesson: Writing Historical Markers In this lesson, students will develop their understanding of writing and local history
by.

Kids can decide on a clever name for the paper, and choose people, places, and events to include in various
sections e. Have them share their creations with the class. Is it on flat land? One part is a model of the
landforms and bodies of water in your area. Ask stud ents to compare their community to another by asking
questions e. What if we integrated reading and writing into social studies activities? Make a Chart About U.
Posted by WeAreTeachers Staff. Others might be about specific parts of the poem. Have students draw
pictures of people in each place, showing the clothing they wear, food they eat, homes they live in, how they
get from one place to another, and the things they do to have fun. More Is anyone else wondering where social
studies went? Drafting 2â€”3 days : Students review the notes or tape from their interview and begin a rough
draft â€” organizing their work and getting their thoughts down on paper. They can illustrate the newspaper
with drawings and advertisements that relate to that time. Teachers are facing time crunches, and dedicated
social studies lessons are slowly being squeezed out of our elementary classrooms. Remind them that revising
doesn't involve making changes for spelling, grammar, or punctuation. Enter here. Publishing 1â€”2 days :
Students celebrate their accomplishments and post their work on Scholastic. Other ideas for publishing their
oral history reports are shared. The steps include: Mini-Lesson 1 day : Students work on their note-taking and
punctuation skills, necessary for conducting and reporting accurate interview information. Students will find
the information to create the pages by reading this magazine about where we live. The other part is a written
report about these features, as well as the climate, plants, and wildlife. Revising 2â€”3 days : Students focus
on the content of their report. Here are six simple social studies activities for grades K-6 that incorporate
reading and writing. The workshop takes students through each step of the writing process and includes
tutorials, reproducibles, online planning tools, and interactive mini-lessons. Create a Museum Exhibit About
Landforms. Government Branches Neighborhoods and Community, Grade 2 Show students how to make a
chart with three columns, one for each branch of the U. What is the weather like? Activities are adapted from
HMH Kids Discover Social Studies, a curriculum that uses graphic magazines with hands-on lessons and
activities to support literacy instruction. Reviewing 1â€”2 days : Students get a final look before taking their
work public. Prewriting 3â€”4 days : Students choose an individual to interview, gather information about the
person, develop questions for the interview, and finally, conduct the interview. What can you do to take turns
in school? How can you show respect for people in the community? Then have them fill in the columns with
information they learn from reading this magazine about leaders and government. But what if we flipped that
idea around? They discuss how to conduct a review process, including: peer review, self assessment, and
teacher conferencing. Students should invite that person to come and visit by describing the area, explaining
why the person might want to settle there. What if we integrated literacy into social studies? Have kids
imagine they work for a museum that specializes in exhibits about your area and let them create a two-part
exhibit.


